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Sparkpeople advertising – not a complaint
Friday, September 05, 2014

Recently I decided that I have gained so much from Sparkpeople that I would like to give something
back. I would buy a T-Shirt. 
 
Unfortunately, my decision coincided with the redesign of the website and I could no longer find the link to
the Spark Store. So I went to the message board Site/Technical help asking what happened to the link
and immediately got an answer. I also posted my question on my status and knowledgeable Spark
Friends helped me out too. 
 
So here I am. 

 
 
I like the color, so now I’m a walking advertisement for Spark People. I don’t usually bring up my journey
to a healthy lifestyle, unless someone asks. Maybe this will prompt them to ask – my little way of
"Spreading the Spark." 
 
I did have one concern before ordering. I couldn’t find the sizing chart (not SP’s fault). Sizing is handled
by the supplier based on the style ordered. So I just ordered a medium. I’m usually a medium. 
 
When I found the chart, uh oh, a medium had a chest measurement of 32-34. I wear a 36 bra. Oh well, I’ll
have to return it for a large. Live and learn. 
 
Imagine my surprise when the shirt arrived and not only fit, but gave me room to spare. 
 
To check out exactly how much room I had, I dug out my one and only Victoria’s Secret “Super Bra”
(bought for a special occasion and worn only once). With that thing on I measure 37.5” 
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Member Comments About This Blog Post

SPARKNB
Looking great! Love the color too. Makes me aspires to get the same shirt as reward at some

point soon.  
2462 days ago

v

CD14291083
You look fantastic!
2466 days ago

v

CELIAMINER
You make the shirt look good!
2467 days ago

v

LINDAKAY228
I think the shirt looks so good on you and I love the way it fits. You look good in it! Glad your
husband is reading the book! I don't mind the advertising because it keeps it free for us. I was on
the Biggest Loser Club for 3 months before I found SPark in 2009 and it was not near as good in
my opinion and I had to pay for it. I think this site is awesome!
2468 days ago

v

TRAVELGRRL
You look awesome! Love the color! And "the junk food king of the world" could take a page or
two from your book, for sure!!
2469 days ago

v

WATERMELLEN
What a super figure you have! THAT's the advertisement for Spark, right?? Love the colour
too!!
2469 days ago

v

Report Inappropriate Blog

 
Look at how much that medium shirt will accommodate. (32-34”? no way) 

 
 
So it all turned out well, in fact, better than well. 
 
Along with my order I was sent the “Spark Solution” book FREE. At this point I don’t think I need to read
it, but guess who is reading it? My husband – the “junk food king of the world” 
 
Wouldn’t it be great if my advertising plan attracted HIM? 
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TINAJANE76
Love the shirt--it looks fantastic on you!--and love your idea for spreading the Spark. 
2469 days ago

v

HOLLYM48
Wow, awesome and you look terrific! I have been thinking about ordering one of their shirts as
well, I would love to advertise this plan and lifestyle and I think everyone could benefit by their
website and information on it. My husband joined SP as well about 1 year after I did after watching
me and learning from me that you don't have to change most of what you eat, just how much and
add in lots of veggies and fruits!
2469 days ago

v

MISCHAKEO
You look very pretty in that color. That makes me want to get a t-shirt also. I ordered a lovely
orange water thermos from Spark and got the book also. It was worth reading. I am glad your
husband is reading it!
2470 days ago

v

BOOKAPHILE
You are a very good advertisement for Sparkpeople. You look great! Enjoy your shirt, and
here's hoping your DH decides to join you on the journey to healthier living.
2471 days ago

v

WALLAHALLA
Your hubby has seen what Spark has done for you. What better testimony could there be? You
look great in your shirt.
2471 days ago

v

DOVESEYES
Great choice you look wonderful, hope Hubby enjoys the book too.
2471 days ago

v

ONEKIDSMOM
Nice fit, there! And good luck with your "mentoring" project, there. Sometimes a book is a

better teacher for a spouse!  
2471 days ago

v

SLENDERELLA61
You look great!! Enjoy the shirt. Fingers crossed that hubby will get it. Unfortunately, it would
take a miracle for my hubby to want to eat healthier. Oh, well.
2471 days ago

v

PHOENIX1949
Way to SPARK-le. Look forward to reading about DH's take on the book some day. 
2471 days ago

v

DR1939
Looking good!
2471 days ago

v

GINIEMIE
Love the color! Wouldn't it be wonderful if DH stopped bringing junk food home? I'm sure you
fix and have healthy choices around the house, It would only me a "moderate" modification to his

life style   right.   

   
2471 days ago

v

50YEARSAWIFE
I love the color (purple is my favorite) and you look awesome.
2471 days ago

v

IFDEEVARUNS2
You just never know! Love that color.
2471 days ago

v

SUBMOM2
I didn't know they had SP t-shirts! I love yours, and it looks great on you. Thanks for spreading

v
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Add Your Comment to the Blog Post
Leave encouragement, a question, or anything else relevant to this post. All blog comments must abide by
SparkPeople's Community Guidelines. 

 Subscribe to this blog  

Disclaimer: Weight loss results will vary from person to person. No individual result should be seen as a typical
result of following the SparkPeople program.

the Spark!
2471 days ago

TERI-RIFIC
Looks really nice! I think the hubs is hooked.
2471 days ago

v

LEWILL1982
Yay for good fitting bras and unexpected pleasant surprises!
2471 days ago

v

BLAZINGSWORD
That's awesome! I might get one for myself too! I love T-shirt like this. Is it all cotton?

Also, where is the Spark Store located now?  
2471 days ago

v

WUMPASTAR
You look GREAT! And RADIANT! That color suits you so well. Makes me want to buy a SP t-
shirt now too! XD
2471 days ago

v
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